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ABSTRACT 
In the European TOPSOIL project, countries around the North Sea are searching for 
solutions for climate related threats. They explore the possibilities of using the topsoil layer 
to solve current and future water challenges. The main objective is to improve the climate 
resilience of the water management of the topsoil and shallow aquifers in the North Sea 
region. TOPSOIL is supported by the Interreg VB North Sea Region program in line with 

 
 
The Belgian part of this project, called FRESHEM for GO-FRESH Vlaanderen ( FREsh Salt 
groundwater distribution by Helicopter ElectroMagnetic survey for Geohydrological 
Opportunities FRESH water supply ), focuses on mapping the salinity distribution of 
groundwater using airborne electromagnetics and aims to look into a number of measures 
that could increase the availability of freshwater for agriculture in the polder area. Two pilot 
projects will evaluate the possibilities for freshwater storage and aims to specify what 
measures can be taken to achieve this. Together with the other water users and water 
managers, The Flanders Environment Agency wants to prepare a plan for the realization of 
one or more pilot projects that can improve the availability of freshwater.  

INTRODUCTION 
Shallow coastal aquifers are vulnerable to climate change and sea-level rise (Cliwat, 2011; 
Ferguson & Gleeson, 2012; Oude Essink et al., 2010; Vandenbohede et al., 2008). Some 
coastal regions in Europe are already dealing with an increased threat of drought and 
flooding 2; Giambastiani et al., 2007; Pauw et al., 2012; 
Rasmussen et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015). Climate change and sea-level rise disturb the 
fragile balance between fresh and salt water and can lead to a more saline environment. The 
summer of 2017 for instance showed in the Belgian coastal plain how urgent water scarcity 
can be and how fast salinization of the fresh water surface water system can occur in polder 
areas.  
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Farmers in West-Flanders (Belgium) make significant use of fresh groundwater from the 
confined Paleocene aquifer for their water supply. For years, the groundwater level of the 
Paleocene aquifer has been decreasing, compromising the security of water supply. In 
addition, shallow water resources are scarce because of the occurrence of brackish and saline 
water in the top aquifer near the coast, and the shallow occurrence of aquitards further
inland. The TOPSOIL project will explore the possibilities of using the shallow aquifer to 
increase the availability of fresh groundwater.  
 
The salinity distribution in the coastal plain was mapped by De Breuck et al. (1974 and 
1989). To get an overview of the current situation of shallow water resources, the 
salinization of the coastal aquifer is reinvestigated by airborne electromagnetics. These 
results are used in a regional water system analysis where physical conditions, measures and 
potentials to improve the freshwater availability are investigated. This water system analysis 
will lead to regional maps showing potentials to apply specific measures to improve the 
freshwater availability. 

AIRBORNE SURVEY 
The fresh-salt water distribution of the coastal aquifers is mapped using the SkyTEM system 
(Figure 2) which is an airborne transient electromagnetic sensor that measures ground 
conductivity using electromagnetic waves (Auken et al., 2008; Schaars & Rolf, 2014; Steuer 
et al., 2009; Viezzoli et al., 2009).  The SkyTEM system delivers high resolution data of the 
subsurface resistivity thanks to a fast turn-off time and early time data, and a high signal to 
noise ratio. About 2400 line km are flown which covers the main part of the Belgian polder 
area (Figure 1). The inversion process produces bulk resistivity profiles for each flight line 
(Figure 3). With the aid of a lithological model, bulk resistivity will be converted into a 3D 
image of pore water resistivity and chloride concentrations. Finally, a map showing the 
distribution of porewater salinity of the area will be available.  
 

 
Figure 1.  Flight lines (color coded on daily production). 

 
The processed and inverted airborne electromagnetic data are verified by results of other 
hydrogeological research like recent groundwater analysis, borehole logs and SlimFlex 
measurements (flexible borehole electromagnetic soundings). Comparison will take place 
with data of vertical electrical soundings (VES).  
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Figure 2.  SkyTEM system 

Figure 3.  Bulk resistivity profile of flight line 103001 (Westcoast).  

IMPROVING THE FRESH-WATER AVAILABILITY 
The results of the airborne survey will be used to investigate the potential to improve the 
freshwater availability in the western polder area. The consortium (Deltares, Ghent 
University, TNO, Inagro, De Watergroep) has already a lot of experience with these kind of 
measures (van Baaren et al., 2015, 2018; Bironne et al., 2017; Delsman et al., 2015, 2017, 
2018; Oude Essink et al., 2014; Pauw et al., 2015). This experience will be used to select the 
most appropriate measures for the study area. The following steps are distinguished: 

Water system analysis 
The current fresh-salt water distribution and the possibilities to increase the existing 
freshwater lenses, are determined by physical conditions (hydrogeology, topography) as well 
as human conditions (drainage systems, groundwater extractions). The water system analysis 
will collect all necessary data and will determine relationships between those conditions.  
Possible measures will be listed. For each measure boundary, conditions will be defined 
together with the benefits and disadvantages. The water system analysis will finally lead to a 
map which shows the potential to apply a certain kind of measure.  

Stakeholder participation 
By consulting local stakeholders about their current and future needs we will get an idea of 
the water availability, water use and water demand today and in the near future. It will also 
give insight into how realistic the implementation of a certain measure will be. The key to a 
successful implementation of measures lies in fostering support through participation. 
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Pilot areas 
For a selected area, the most appropriate measures will be withheld. For these measures, a 
financial analysis will be made (costs and benefits). In consultation with stakeholders, two 
pilot areas will be selected and an implementation plan will be made. The realization of these 
pilot projects will serve as model projects for future investigations. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Belgian part of the TOPSOIL project explores the possibilities of using the shallow 
aquifer to increase the availability of fresh groundwater for agriculture. An airborne 
electromagnetic survey (SkyTEM) updates information about the current situation of fresh 
groundwater reserves in the coastal aquifer. The output of this airborne survey will serve as 
basic information for a water system analysis. This analysis leads to a map which shows the 
potential to apply a certain kind of measure to improve the freshwater availability. Together 
with stakeholders, pilot areas will be selected and will serve as model projects to future 
investigations.  
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